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About This Game

Mars – the future of mankind. Experience “Phase 1 – Exploration”, blast off on a journey into the unknown and solve the
mystery of Mars. Experience a fully-detailed mission to Mars. Land your rover on the red rocks of the fourth planet. Collect

rock samples and drill for more. Photograph the landscape and transmit the data back to Earth. Investigate mysterious artefacts
and discover if water or even life is hidden on Mars. Experience the breath-taking natural panorama of this fascinating planet.

Investigate - Investigate and discover exciting Martian landscapes, from canyons to caves to crater-strewn landscapes and the
mountains beyond. But protect yourself from the dangers of sandstorms and earthquakes.

Explore - You control the Mars rover; Use the robot arm, drill, seismograph and camera to investigate every nook and cranny
but make sure that your solar cells are soaking up enough sunlight.

Learn - You can read up on every aspect of Mars in the integrated Martian lexicon. All the key facts are at your fingertips and
you’ll be able to delve into the history of the study of the red planet. Learn from previous missions, both successful and failed

ones, and explore the potential home of our grandchildren!

Features:

·  Authentically-detailed Mars rover with seven operational modes
·  Martian lexicon with key facts and history

·  Authentic Martian landscape
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·  Extensive tutorial
·  Varied exploration and research missions.

·  Intuitive mouse and keyboard controls
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Title: MARS SIMULATOR - RED PLANET
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Stonehill Games
Publisher:
UniqueGames
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7SP1, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: I5 min. 2.6 GHZ or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon 6850 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,German
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Good addition to an already great game.

To me this feels like the Final Approach: Rift Edition. You sit and use a controller instead. Not that its a bad thing but, FOR
ME, VR sickness slowly creeps in because of it. The developer has done what they can to mitigate the issue and in small doses
the experience is fun.

For those unfortunate enough to be experiencing VR with a Rift and control pad this a purchase you should be consider. When
and if you buy the Touch controllers you'll be able to experience the game as it was originally developed if they are supported
down the line.. \u0421\u043b\u0430\u0432\u0430 \u0423\u043a\u0440\u0430\u0457\u043d\u0456!. This is an interesting
JRPG\/puzzle hybrid game. It is fun, has a nice story, and the characters are well-done.

Would recommend, though perhaps wait for the discount to get the entire Collection.. So mad I bought this thinking id get
aurum with other stuff now it looks like they removed it and i bought it under false pretents Terrible i feel i got conned secret
world dlc are not worth it now. =(
I'm just happy i cought this before i bought the 60 dollar one cause ill never buy that one a title and a coat with that coat only
costing 750 aurum in game totally a rip off these dlcs!
()()
(-,-)
()(")("). Very fun little game, played it on both Gear VR and Oculus. Definitely worth the money.. It's a small but fun game. It
kept me and my friends busy for a while. We did struggle a bit with the controls for some of the mini-games, but I understood
that that is being worked on :) I really like that's actively being developed, it's easy to contact the developer, and bugs, once
reported, get fixed pretty quickly. I wonder how it will improve and grow over time.. This game is great, but it's also really
short.
I would love to see some additional content.
It's a very relaxing and enjoyable experience.
You can definitely spend a lot of time with it.
Therefore: I have to give it A Positive Review.
A very beautiful game with a really low price.
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I've tried hard to like this game but I just think it pales in comparison to the first Dungeon Warfare. The random elements are
fun, but the gameplay is utterly crippled by there being too many disruptive mobs.

It was fine when it was just the exploding Dwarves in the last game because you could rebuild your barricades. In this game you
not only have to contend with them, but also diggers who straight up cut through the map and make their own routes, mobs with
planks that will just build over gaps and moot half your maze unless you have a way to keep breaking their planks, and siege
weaponry that will level your barricades just by walking past them.

I wound up putting the game down because at some point there is just no reason to really create a maze anymore. Just rely on
floor traps and the one or two chokepoints with unbreakable walls. The random map generator sometimes makes that
unbearably stressful to do, too - especially with the cost of barricades to replace the dug out wall tiles and how they can simply
be leveled by siege weapons anyways.

My advice for the dev in future games is to minimize the amount of mobs that interact with the environment. There's just too
many varied ways the mobs can ruin your maze in this game for it to be fun. I'll stick with the original game instead.. Its
sometimes buggy and sometimes good, but all in one i would not buy it again. ant-man and civil war not included in season pass,
what a let down.
should have not bothered with season pass and just bought ant-man and spider-man DLC. I do like the model itself. I would
prefer if it had a different way for the light settings (Theres 4; red class lights on, bright, med, dim. In order) The ditch light is
modeled over top of the light effect from when the light is on, so downside on that. Also hate the original F7 sounds reused..
pretty good
. Played it only shortly so far, but find it a gem in the rough.

The tutorial does not state that loading the 2 habitat modules with settlers frees up the cargo hold enough to build a modular
habitat and say once needing to build a oxygen production that one needs extra settlers (inflatable habitat) to be able to run it.

So quite rough, yet had my first alien attack allready and so far is looking good. (Laughed really hard when it hit my base, it
destroyed something I not really needed, shrugged, moved on ;) )
Slowly really need to micromanage everything more and more and is looking good playability feeling wise.

Some tooltips can be handy indeed showing what is needed for buildings and sometimes hard to see, but once the modular
habitat is up you got a bit more room to wiggle and try out building certain resources.
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